Kindness practiced here. Say and do only kind things to the horses and to one another.

- All visitors and guests must sign a liability waiver (one time).
- Wear only closed toed shoes. No flip flops or sandals.
- Children under 16 must be accompanied by a responsible adult.
- No dogs are allowed on the premises, including in parked cars.
- No feeding or treats for the horses. Our horses are on a strict nutrition program monitored by barn staff.
- Visitors are not allowed in turnout areas.
- Turn off all lights when leaving the property.
- No drug or alcohol use on the property.
- No smoking on the property.
- Park/Enter only in the designated area.
- Any property damage, utility issues or malfunctions of equipment must be promptly reported.
- Some of our horses have had poor experiences with people.

Always use calm voices and slow movements when approaching a horse or mini.

Safe. Kind. Clean. Welcoming